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METRANS ACCESSORY PARTS

®

This Brochure represents a small sample of Accessories available. 
METrans Accessories are constantly evolving as Customers 

provide input and requests. 

Accessories that Directly Respond to Customer Needs and Requests

FOR MORE INFO, VISIT www.metransport.com OR CALL TOLL FREE TODAY! 888-597-2668

Be sure to check with us 
frequently, as the METrans 

Accessory offering is  
expanding constantly. 

S A F E T Y  •  R E L I A B I L I T Y  •  P E R F O R M A N C E
Another METrans quality product.



Extendable Pole Beacon
For use with all METrans MT700.01 Vehicles

All METrans Vehicles are equipped with a headlight, 
strobe marker light, and tail light as standard 
equipment. METrans noted that in some working 
environments, an OSHA-mandated, vehicle mounted, 
360-degree view rotating beacon light is required.

In response to and to comply with this requirement, 
METrans manufactures an aluminum, extendable, 
nesting pole beacon offered in Amber, Red and Blue 
color beacon lens, which mounts easily on every 
METrans MT700.01 Vehicle, with an existing IP95 
power plug and two SS bolts and Nuts that attach 
the Pole Beacon on the Vehicle rear bumper. When 
mounted, the Extendable Pole Beacon does not 
obstruct the field of vision of the Vehicle operator. 

The METrans Extendable Pole Beacon is available 
OEM or as an aftermarket accessory. It also comes as 
standard equipment on the Executive, MPI and MFR 
Vehicles.



By customer request, METrans has fabricated 

the Wheel Chock Harness. This tether 

cable and swivel eye snap permits the wheel 

chocks to be secured to the Cart/Trailer, 

both in the Cart/Trailer storage bin or in use 

stabilizing the Cart/Trailer.

The Wheel Chock Harness represents 

another example of METrans customer driven 

approach to developing Vehicles, Cart/

Trailers and Accessories that respond to 

specific missions.

The Wheel Chock Harness is available OEM 

or as an aftermarket accessory. 

Wheel Chock Harness
For use with all wheel chock equipped Cart/Trailers

Extendable Pole Beacon
For use with all METrans MT700.01 Vehicles



Steering Tiller Mounted Auxiliary Horn Button 

For use with all METrans MT700.01 Vehicles

All METrans Vehicles are equipped with a manual 

horn button on the Vehicle dashboard. The horn 

on the METrans Vehicle is activated in two ways:  

First, via the manual, momentary horn button on the 

vehicle dashboard. Second, automatically, via the 

laser activated Operator Safety System. 

By customer request, METrans has fabricated a 

Steering Tiller Mounted Auxiliary Horn Button, 

which is installed in addition to the dashboard-

mounted manual horn button. This Tiller Mounted 
Horn Button consists of a 3D printed housing and 

a metal, momentary horn button which is mounted 

directly next to the left side of the steering tiller, next 

to the hydraulic brake master cylinder. This offers the 

ability of actuating the horn without removing the 

operator’s left hand from the steering tiller. 

The Steering Tiller Mounted Auxiliary Horn Button 

is available as an OEM accessory install only. 



Solid, Foam-Filled Non-Marring Tires
For use with all METrans MT700.01 Vehicles

By customer request, METrans has developed 

and now offers Solid, Foam-Filled Non-Marring 
Tires, which are the same size and diameter as the 

standard, innertube, air filled tires, but without the 

potential for “Flat Tires” due to puncture or cut to the 

air-filled tire. 

While the “suspension value” of air-filled tires is lost, 

durability and the “flat proof” nature of the Foam 

Filled Tires is gained. Durability of the Foam-Filled 

may be greater or lesser than the air-filled tires 

depending on use. The Solid, Foam Filled Non-
Marring Tire option represents another example of 

METrans customer driven approach to developing 

Vehicles, Cart/ Trailers and Accessories that respond 

to specific missions. 

The Solid, Foam Filled Non-Marring Tires are 

available as an OEM option, or as an aftermarket 

accessory.



Wire Mesh Cargo Expansion Bin Insert 
For use with all METrans MT700.01 Vehicles

All METrans Vehicles are equipped with a Stainless-

Steel Front Cargo Bin. Some customers have 

observed the standard equipment cargo bin is too 

small to accommodate their needs.

By customer request, METrans has fabricated a Wire 
Mesh Cargo Expansion Bin Insert which can be 

easily installed and removed from the Front Cargo Bin 

without tools or any fastening mechanism. 

The Wire Mesh Cargo Expansion Bin expands the 

capacity of the Front Cargo Bin to a full 3311 cubic 

inches (a nearly 300% increase in usable area within 

the Front Bin), while not obstructing the normal 

operation of the METrans MT700.01 Vehicle. 

The Wire Mesh Cargo Expansion Bin Insert is 

available OEM or as an aftermarket accessory.  



First Responder Quick Access Bin Insert 
For use with all METrans MT700.01 Vehicles

All METrans Vehicles are equipped with a 
Stainless-Steel Front Cargo Bin. One customer 
has specified the use of the METrans MT700.01 
Vehicle as a Paramedic and EMT first responder 
vehicle due to its size, speed and maneuverability. 

In the context of a use for Paramedic and EMT responders, 
rather than the traditional backpack containing limited medical 
supplies and equipment, METrans specially designed a Front 
Cargo Bin Insert, which easily fits into the existing Stainless-
Steel Bin. This bin has a capacity of 3311 cu. in. (a nearly 300% 
increase in usable area within the Front Bin), greatly expanding 
the equipment and supply capacity of the emergency medical 
provider, over existing means.

METrans’ solution is not limited to a very large Bin Insert, but 
rather a unique way to immediately access the First Responder 
medical equipment and supplies in seconds. The top and 
front of the Quick Access Bin Insert is a one-piece, reusable, 
clear polycarbonate plastic cover and is installed with “break 
away” zip ties. It can be removed by a single motion of pulling 
on one handle and removing the plastic cover to expose all of 
the equipment and supplies to the First Responder. The plastic 
cover remains attached to the Bin Insert via a Plastic-coated 
cable which allows the plastic cover to be placed well away 
from the Bin Insert. This action can be accomplished via “muscle 
memory” and saves critical seconds in the case of an injury or 
illness requiring immediate attention.  

The addition of the Quick Access Bin Insert does not obstruct 
the normal operation of the METrans MT700.01 Vehicle. 

The First Responder Quick Access Bin Insert is available 
OEM or as an aftermarket accessory.  


